Many relaxation based smoothing methods used in surface reconstruction algorithms filter out the effect of noise in image data, but result in the elimination of important discontinuity information as well. In this paper the inter-pixel interaction during relaxation is shown to be equivalent to a multiple measurement fusion problem which can be solved using optimal estimation theory.
Introduction
Optimal estimation theory offers a method of integrating measurements from multiple sources with different noise properties to predict a constant quantity [7] . In the field of visual reconstruction, it has traditionally been used as a means of incorporating image data from different sources or from time-varying imagery [8] . Using this theory a new technique is presented for adaptively and automatically preserving discontinuities while recovering a smooth surface description from noisy range image data.
The surface reconstruction algorithm of focus is the so-called Curvature Consistency algorithm [5] [6] [15] .
In the existing curvature consistency framework, a first estimate of local surface geometry is made at each discrete data point. These noise-prone initial estimates are then refined iteratively by applying a constant cur- vature constraint, using a variational relaxation process. As a typical example of an algorithm which uses a relaxation based smoothing process, it suffers from the problem that important surface discontinuities are destroyed while the effect of noise is smoothed out. Most surface reconstruction approaches are based on the regularization framework [13] . Various methods have been proposed to incorporate discontinuity information into this framework [16] [2] [l] [lo] . Most of these algorithms either require the edges to be predetermined before applying the surface reconstruction, or need some user-controlled parameters.
The approach taken in this paper is to show that the inter-pixel interaction during relaxation processes can be construed as a multiple measurement fusion problem. The measurements represent a pixel's contribution to the state of the neighbourhood at a particular iteration step. Optimal estimation theory can then be used to combine the measurements from each of the pixel-sources in a neighbourhood to provide an optimal estimate of the interpolant surface patch parameters. By modifying the "noise" model attributed to each pixel source to accommodate discontinuities as a noise component, it becomes possible to encourage intraregion smoothing rather than inter-region smoothing. Methods have been found to automatically and adaptively set all the smoothing parameters.
Curvature consistency framework
The curvature consistency framework was first introduced by Sander and Zucker for surface reconstruction in 3D voxel based images [15] , and was consequently modified for range images in [5] . The goal of the algorithm is to provide a patchwork of overlapping, interpolation functions, each of which describes the surface locally.
Following the convention of Sander and Zucker, an augmented Darboux frame is used to represent the local neighbourhood of a point P on a surface S [3, 151.
Let the local neighbourhood of P be represented by a quadric patch of the form
with origin at P and the w axis aligned with the surface normal at P , N p , as shown in Figure l The surface reconstruction process begins with an initial set of surface descriptions computed from local estimates of the orientation or depth. The components of D ( P ) can be estimated either directly from measurements of the surface gradient, or indirectly from the parameters of some appropriate local approximation of S (e.g. a quadric patch). Several methods exist to provide these estimates 13, 4 1 which use operatorbased methods, feature analysis or functional analysis.
The curvature consistency algorithm amounts to an iterative refinement of these local surface patches such that, at convergence, each provides a consistent representation of its local surface region with respect to its neighbours. The problem is formulated as an energy minimization where the task is to minimize a functional form that limits the variation of curvature with respect to the implied model of the local surface [15, 51. The energy minimization is performed using variational relaxation, which is based on the paradigm of relaxation labeling 193, except, it performs iterative constraint satisfaction in the continuous domain.
The variational relaxation operates by iteratively minimizing the difference between the description of S centered at P given by V ( P ) , and that predicted by its neighbours &i (i = l . . . I x J ) in a I x J sized neighbourhood. A local transport model describes how the frames at Qi should appear at P when transported along the surface of that model Figure l(b). At each iteration then, a neighbour Qz provides a prediction DZ(P) of the augmented Darboux frame at P . The neighbourhood predictions are combined to update the interpolant surface patch parameters. The traditional energy minimization approach presented in [5, 15] gives update equations of the form In this update mechanism each neighbour's prediction is given an equal weight. In this form of the equation, an implicit assumption of a continuous underlying surface is being made. While the effect of noise will be minimized, discontinuities will be smoothed over with each progressive iteration.
Using optimal estimation theory
In this section a new form for the update equation (2) is derived by casting the neighbourhood prediction update problem in estimation theoretic terms. This new form of the update equation will then take into account the presence of discontinuities within a local neighbourhood.
Curvature consistency in information theoretic terms
In the curvature consistency variational relaxation process, pixels interact within a I x J pixel neighbourhood to determine the local interpolant surface patch parameters. Each pixel Qi in the neighbourhood of P acts as a noisy source of information, providing a measure Di(P) of a constant, which is the augmented Darboux frame D(P) of the surface patch centered at P . Hence, in information fusion terms, a state-space measurement model can be set up at each relaxation iteration 5
where vi is an error vector assigned to each neighbourhood pixel-source due to the presence of random, independent, unbiased noise. The components of this error vector are the individual error scalars related to each parameter of the augmented Darboux frame. The cause of this error is analyzed in greater detail in the next section.
The measurements (3) from all the neighbours need to be combined in an optimal fashion. In the absence of any other information, a linear function of the measurements may be obtained which gives an estimate e ( P ) ( k ) at each iteration k, I x J $ ( P ) ( k ) = AiDi(P)(k).
(4)
i=O The values of the X i coefficients which provide an optimal estimate of D ( P ) need to be derived. The estimation error for each neighbour is given by
The optimality criterion is one which would minimize the mean square value of €((IC). In addition, the choice of A's should be independent of the value of $(P). One such choice [ll] [8] [7] is where r?:(k) is the current estimate of the measurement error variance for neighbour Qi in estimating D ( P ) . At each iteration, the error of measurement is calculated as ( 5 ) which is then used to calculate the current estimate of the error variance Equation (7) can be put in another form which enables a recursive estimation process to be used to update ~?:(k) by using the T previous estimates of 3 : .
Setting T = 1 effectively disregards the history of the error variance, but provides computational simplicity.
Note that the first derivative (difference between neighbouring pixel quantities) is popularly used as an estimate of the continuity of the surface [12] [14] [8] . However, in ( 5 ) it is the difference between the current estimate of the quantity at pixel P , and the estimate by neighbour Qi of the quantity at P which is being used as a measure of continuity. This is a direct consequence of casting the problem in estimation theoretic terms.
The coefficients X i presented in (6) are weighting functions assigned to each pixel in a neighbourhood. The optimal estimator using this sort of variance weighting has the following properties:
Neighbours which demonstrate low error variances in estimating the interpolant patch parameters are given more weight over the ones which have high error variances. If one measurement Di(P) from a neighbour Qi is perfect (a: = 0), then the contributions from the others are rejected.
Defining the noise property
Given the variation of the data in the neighbourhood set, during relaxation each pixel in a neighbourhood will give a different estimate of what the interpolating surface patch parameters should be. Hence, the estimate Di(P) from a particular neighbour Qi will differ from the updated @ ( P ) , obtained by combining the different estimates (or measurements) from all the neighbours. Since at each relaxation iteration, a pixel has new information flowing in and effecting its own state, its contribution to the neighbourhood state changes too. Hence, the measurement error of a pixel will vary as information propagates through the image. A "noise" property can then be associated with each pixel which causes this error variance.
Here we come to a crucial area of discussion. How exactly does this measurement variance arise? We propose that the variation in the information flow during relaxation is due to two factors:
1. additive uncorrelated random noise in the image.
discontinuities on the underlying surface.
We propose that each factor contributes independently to the error value v in (3). The error term U can be broken down into two separate components
where vg represents the error component due to the random noise in the image, and u d represents the component due to the presence of discontinuities. Each component can be best analyzed by setting the other's contribution to zero.
Setting vd to zero implies that there are no discontinuities on the surface being sampled. The only reason for error in the measurement of D ( P ) by the neighbours is due to the random noise in the image. If the noise is uniformly distributed over the image, in providing measurements of the augmented Darboux frame D(P) over several iterations, every pixel in the neighbourhood is expected to have similar error variances. If the noise in the image is gaussian, a straightforward relaxation process is enough to smooth it out and to give a maximum likelihood estimate of the underlying continuous surface.
On the other hand setting wg to zero in (9), means that the pixels are sampled from surfaces containing discontinuities but no random noise. The variation in the pixel-source measurements during relaxation is now due to the presence of these discontinuities. fig. 2 ) , the measurement is going to be exact, (since w = = 0 and wg = 0). However, if Q; lies on the other side of the discontinuity as P (B in fig. 2 ), the measurement is not going to be exact, and can be represented by
A typical set of image samples will probably contain both random noise and surface discontinuities. Each subregion A and B ( fig. 2 ) in a discontinuous neighbourhood would then have additive random noise. For the pixels on the same side of the discontinuity as P , the estimation error variances are going to be equal ( m i ) . They will however, have different and lower variance values from the pixels on the opposite side
The optimal estimator (6) presented in the previous section will handle the discontinuous neighbourhoods modelled in fig. 2 to a certain extent. Due to Property 1 presented in section 3.1, the neighbours with a lower prediction error variance (in sub-region A) will be given a higher weight in the update equation (4) than the neighbours with a lower prediction error variance
(in sub-region B). Due to property 2, the continuity constraint will be applied within continuous regions of the image and within each sub-region (A and B) divided by a discontinuity. However, due to property 3 of the variance weighted optimal estimator, in local regions of relative continuity it is easy for a single pixel source to take full control of the relaxation process. The surface patch covering that neighbourhood would "freeze" and take on the augmented Darboux frame parameters estimated by this influential pixel source (see In the optimal estimation framework developed so far, an assumption was made that the pixel-sources in a neighbourhood were uncorrelated in their noise properties. The wg noise component in (9) due to random noise may indeed be assumed to be uncorrelated between neighbours. However, in a discontinuous neighbourhood, pixels on the same side of the discontinuity are correlated in their prediction error variances. This correlation is due to the inclusion of the noise component v d in the noise model defined in (9).
Accommodating for correlated pixels
A new weighting function needs to be used to accommodate this correlation. This weighting function should still be under the optimal estimation framework, in the sense that the mean square error of estimation after combining information from all the pixel sources should be less than the mean square error due to each pixel source separately. As before, the desired weighting function should give higher weighting to neighbours with low error variances. In addition it should provide similar weightings to pixels which are correlated in their measurement. This function should also be bounded as the error variance approaches zero to prevent a single neighbour from taking over the relaxation process.
A weighting function which encapsulates these desired properties is given by n Xi(k) = Wi(k)/ Wi(k).
(13)

2=1
where y is a smoothing control parameter. Instead of using simple variance weighting (6), each source's error variances should be mapped onto this new weighting function to generate a value, which is normalized across the sources to obtain the final weight.
The y parameter controls the amount of smoothing. As used in (13) it determines the standard deviation 6 = y/2 of the gaussian trace. It can be set by taking 
y=-
&:(k).
I x J . z= 1
Since the y parameter is based on the local neighbourhood statistics, the gaussian weighted optimal estimator is capable of adapting to variation of noise statistics within the same image.
Results and discussion
The prediction error variance of a pixel with respect t o a given neighbourhood represents the continuous or discontinuous nature of that neighbourhood. Using the recursive estimation process (8) to update the value of o2 at every iteration enables the neighbourhood pixels to learn the nature of the local surface. At the beginning of the curvature consistency iterations, the prediction error variance values &:(k) are not available. There is no prior reason to believe that one neighbour would provide more accurate measurements of D ( P ) than the others. In this case each neighbour should be assigned equal weighting in the measurement update equations, i.e. = l, which gives At first, full variational relaxation takes place over the image, smoothing out the random noise, and start- ing t o distort the discontinuities. However, as the iterations progress, the (dis)continuous nature of the local surface is learnt. Just after a few iterations the discontinuity localization process starts playing a major role. The consequent iterations then follow a stable pattern where the continuity constraint is applied only between pixels believed to be on the same continuous surface, and is inhibited between pixels believed to be across discontinuities.
The effect of using a gaussian mapping function is illustrated in Fig. 3 . In a neighbourhood containing samples from a continuous region, each pixel source shows similar estimation error properties. The error variances can be seen t o be clustered close together over a small range in Fig. 3(a) and the weights assigned to them are relatively similar too. As can be seen from Fig. 3(b) , the error variance is distributed over a larger range on the X-axis for pixel sources in a discontinuous neighbourhood. After mapping them on the gaussian trace there is a large difference in the assigned weights between pixels on different sides of the discontinuity.
However, within each subregion (mapped on either side of the '+' symbol), the weights are relatively similar. [5] and the result of applying the gaussian weighted optimal estimator. It can be seen that the algorithm using the gaussian weighted update equation localizes discontinuities t o a much greater extent, while achieving a smooth surface fit in the continuous areas.
. Conclusions
Using optimal estimation theory as a basis, a new method is proposed in the curvature consistency framework to estimate interpolant surface patch parameters from neighbouring pixels. By including discontinuities as a cause of noise in the pixel-source, the discontinuity localization feature of the optimal estimator is justified. An attractive feature of this algorithm is that the (dis)continuous nature of the local surface region is learnt over the relaxation iterations. Hence, no a priori knowledge about the noise statistics is needed.
